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"\\-:,)..L.4.4- Interpretation of Tracer Gas Experiments tn Ventilation 
Research 

E. M. BARBER•; J. R. 0GILVIEt 

Many studies to quantify departure from complete mixing in ventilated air pace have involved 
the use of tracer gas techniques . The results of tracer experiments do not. in themse lves. have any 
physical significance, but must be interpreted within the context of a valid mixing model. The 
model most often used in ventilation research accounts !o r incomplete mixing in terms of a mixmg 
factor, K. usually defined as the ratio of the effect ive ventrlation rate to the actual. or theoretica l. 
ventilation rate. Values of K >I are interpreted 10 indicate stagna nt region while va lues of K < I 
are attributed to short-circuiting of supply a ir to the exhaust outlet. two-parameter mixing 
model. first developed for aqueous mixing s stems, se para te the effects o f ho rt-circuiting a nd 
stagnant zones, and has been tested for slot-ventilated airspace . In this pa per. a more compl icated 
mixing model was considered in which the air pace was treated as a network of well-m ixed regions 
connected in series or in parallel, with backmixmg between adjacent zones. T racer gas experiments 
were simulated using a GASP IV computer model to test the response of s uch an a irs pace to a Sh; p 
change in tracer concentration in the s upply a ir. Simulated data were .compared to experimenta l 
data from a tracer study in a scale-model slot-vent ila ted ai rspace. This work has s h·own that mixing 
factors > l may be due to a series arrangement o f flow regio ns between the surply a nd I!X hausl 
openmgs, while miXIng factors < I may be cau~ed by the existence of eco ndary !low zones. The 
inability of conventional tracer gas techniques to disungUl h positiVely between alternauve 
causes of incom plete mixing limits the u. efulne s of tracer techn iq ue for dia nosts of 
vemilalton problems. 

1. Introduction 

Tracer gas experiments are a well-known method for estimating a ir exchang rates in ventila ted 
a1rspaces.1 When the actual ventilation rate is known or can be measured. rate-of-decay tracer 
gas experiments also can be used to quantify the extent to which mix ing is incom pletc.'-3 The resu lts 
of tracer gas experiments do not. in themselv ·. ha c a ny phy 1ca l ignificance. but must be 
interpreted within the contat of a valid mixing model. 

2. :Ylixing models 

2.1. The K-model 
The traditional single-parameter mixing model for an airspace which is assumed to behave as a 

single mixed flow region is given by 

(C-C;)/(Co-C) = exp (- KQt; V). 

The parameter K isestimatedin rate-of-decay experiments as the nega tive slope ofthe plo t of logc{Cr) 
versus the dimensionless air exchange number, Qtj V. The concentration of tracer gas, C. i 
measured within the airspace or at the outlet during the period following a step change in tracer 
concentration in the supply air. Values of K > 1 are attributed to the presence of s tagnant zones 
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NOTATION 

C concentration of tracer within a well-mixed zone, m 3 /m 3 

C, concentration of tracer in the exhaust airstream, m 3 /m 3 

C concentration of tracer in the air, m 3/m 3 

Co concentration of tracer in the mixing zone at time zero, m 3/m 3 

Cr concentration ratio ( C- Ci)/( Co- C;) 
fxy mixing coefficient 
K experimentally-determined mixing factor 
m ponion of an airspace which is well mixed 
n portion of supply air entering well mixed zone 
Q airflow rate. m3 / S 
t time, s 
V volume of airspace, m3 

while values of K < 1 are presumed due to hort-circuiting of supply air directly to the outlet This 
simple model does not distinguish between the counteracting effects of stagnant zones and hort
circuiting when both occur simultaneously. An example of the interpretation of tracer data by the 
K-model for the particular case of livestock buildings is provided by the published work of Kaul 
et a/.4 

2.2. The IJ .m-model 
A two-parameter mixing model. previously validated for aqueous mixing systems.s was described 

and tested for a slot-ventilated airspace.6 In this model. a portion of the air pace. m. is assumed to be 
well mixed while the portion. L- m. is tagnant. A fraction. n. of the supply a1r enters the well-mixed 
zone while a portion. l-11. is shon-circulted to the outlet. The model is written as 

(Ce-C)!(Co-C)= n[cxp( -nQtimV)]. 

Foil w10g a ' t p change in tracer c nccmrat10n in 1he ~uop ly air. the tracer concentration is 
mc;-c;ured at the outil!l. Plottin tll~.: 1 g,, t ~rJ \ l!r~ u:.Qt I. log . 11 1 IS the mtcrcept on the ioganthmJc 
axt and the lope o( the curve is -1111/l (equ lva em to K 10 the K-model). 

Experiment to test the validity of the 11.111-model were conducted in a one-tifth ·cale physical 
model of a wme grower- fini her barn. The ins1de dimensions of the phy ·ical model were 2 2-4 x 
0· )4 m. removable baffie was used to create a tloor-level obstruction 0·-5 m high and 
perpemlicular to the primary airtlow. Electric heater cable was attached to the floor of the model. 
The ·cale model was placed in a temperature-controlled chamber and vemilated with chilled air 
from within the chamber. uppl air entered the model .through an adj u.stable. continuous lot 
inlet along the top o( one 2 m long wall. Air was exhausted from the model through one oft wo 75 m 
diameter ports. One port was located in the centre of the wall below the inlet , while the other port 
was located in the wall opposite the inlet. 

The ventilation rate. inlet jet velocity and temperature difference between inside and upply air 
were varied to yield values for a Corrected Archimedes No. (Ar,) varying between 3 and 130. The 
Ar, has been described by Randall and Battams.7 and is con ·idered to be a good indicator of the 
direction of a cold air jet entering a warmer room through a slot inlet. For low values of Ar,, the jet is 
expected Lo remain horizontal and attached to the ceilmg while for high value of Ar. the jet will faU 
to the floor immediately upon entering the airspace. 
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Fig. 1. EX11mples of experimental results from scale-model study (Trial 792, K = 0·83; n = 0·87, m= 1-04; Trial 622, 
K = 1- 10; n = 1-16, m= 1-05) 

Tracer data were obtained in rate-of-decay experiments for a sample collected at the outlet, and 
for a composite sample collected from within the airspace.6 The results of 136 trials were reported 
and analyzed to test the validity of the n,m-model for ventilated airspaces. A number of reasons 
were given for rejecting this model for the experimental slot-ventilated airspace. These reasons 
included non-zero intercepts for plots of loge ( Cr) versus Qt/ V for sample locations within the 
airspace, predicted values for n greater than unity, predicted values for m greater than unity and an 
inability to explain the effects of the floor-level obstruction on incomplete mixing within the airspace. 

The results of two trials are summarized in Fig. 1 to illustrate a major shortcoming of both the 
K-model and the n.m-model. Considering Trial 792, the K-model predicts a significant amount of 
short-circuiting (K = 0·83). The n,m-model similarly predicts short-circuiting (n = 0·87) but the 
predicted value for the proportion of the airspace which is well mixed (m= 1·04) is not consistent 
with the physical constraint that m cannot be greater than unity. Considering Trial 622, where all 
experimental parameters except outlet location were the same as for Trial 792, the K-model· now 
predicts a significant stagnant zone (K = 1 · 10). It is far from clear why the change in outlet location 
alone would have had such a drastic effect on the air distribution pattern and hence on the extent 
of stagnant regions. The n,m-model offers no explanation for the results of this trial (n = 1·16. 
m= 1·05) since neither n nor m can be greater than unity. The delayed decay in tracer concentration 
at the outlet location IS similary not explained by the n.m-model. Sim1iar data collected in the same 
trial for the inner chamber sampling location indicated that the shape ol the curve was nm caused by 
errors m definmg zero tltnc. 

3. Multi-compartment mixing model 

An assumption of fundamental importance to the development of the one- and two-parameter 
mixing models is that the airspace behaves as a smgle mixed tank. If there IS a second zone. that zone 
is assumed to be completely stagnant and hence thermodynamically isolated from the main tlow 
region. However. flow visualization studies in scale-model and full-scale models have indicated the 
existence of multiple flow regions. especially where the enclosed airspace is distinctly rectangular.u 

To reflect this complicated flow regime. a four-compartment model of the ventilated airspace is 
outlined in Fig. 2. In this model. the airspace is presumed to behave as a network of mixed tanks (i.e. 
flow regions) connected in series and/or in parallel with a defined amount of backmixing between 
adjacent flow regions. Supply air at a flow rate Q, and containing a tracer concentration C ;, enters the 
airspace where the flow splits into three streams: (1) a portion, nt, enters zone 1, the primary flow 
region located closest to the outlet: (2) a portion, nz, enters zone 2, the primary flow region located 
remote from the outlet and (3) the remaining portion, 1-nt- nz, is short-circuited directly to the 
outlet without mixing with air in any ofthe flow zones. To each oft he two primary zones is attached a 
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Fig. 2. Airflow and tracer transport in four-compartment model 

secondary flow zone. To simplify the analysis. airflow between the two secondary zones is assumed 
not to occur. In the physical sense. this might be true if the secondary zones exi ted primarily in the 
outer corners of the airspace. Airflow between any other pair of zones, x and y, occurs at the rate 
).x>·(Q). where the coefficient)..,, may assume any non-negative real value if x and y are limited to the 
zones as defined. 

All four zones are considered within themselves to be well mixed. A mass balance on the tracer, 
C. yields one equmion for each z.one: 

Vt(dCt/dt) = ntQ(C;- Ct) + n2Q(Cz- C t) + i•2Q(C2- C1) + }t<~-Q(C<~- C t), 
Vz(dCz/dt) = nzQ(C;- C2) + }t2Q(C,- Cz) + )23Q(C3-Cz), 
V3(dC3/dt) = )23Q(C z- C3~ 
V4(dC4/dt) = }t4Q(C I-C4)· 

The response of the multi-compartment model. measured in terms of the tran i nt tracer concentra
tion in each zone to a tep change in tracer concentration in the supply air was simulated u ing a 
G SPIV computer program.10 Resuh were obtained for different values oft he model parameters 
, · plot of th~ log" ( Cr) vers us Qr V. Best-fit linear regre ion · were performed fo r zone I (i.e. for 
I he outlet tracer cOncentration) and for a compo ·ite inner chamber samp.le location. To be consist
e t t ith t he temunol gy used for the models previou ' ly de cnbed. the negau e loJX of these 
CUI'\,t:S IS d e:.tgll<Ht:d as 1\. nJ th<..: l lll t:rC~p t ol th~: CUI'\ 1.: f r the Lll ict locat i 11 is UCS tgmllt:d as log,. {11 ). 

3.1. E./jeer ofbw:kmiXIIl~ t1erwee11 primarr : o11es 
Assume that the secondary zones, 3 and 4. do not exist and that the other two zones are of equal size. 

Further assume that no air is short-cin:uited direct!. to the outlet and that a ll the incoming air 
enters only one oft he two zones. uch mtght be the situation in a wtde airspace with an 10let on onl. 
one ·1de. In ne pos ·ible arrangement. tem1ed the serie arrangement. the inlet and outlet are on 
opposne sid s of tbe atrspace and o are separated by two tlow regions in ·eries. Ln this case 112 = I 
and 111 = 0. In the opposite arrangement termed the parallel arrangement the inlet and outlet are 
on the same wall and 112 = 0 and 111 = I. 

The results of computer . imulations for .h 2 between 0 and 10 are collected for compari on in 
Fig. 3. For both infer-outlet arrangements, t.he case of a single completely-mixed tank is approached 
for hz = 10. That is. the slope of the curves approache unity and the curves have an intercept of 
zero. As the extent of backmixing decreases the plot for the zone with the outlet begins to assume a 
distjnct curvature. For small curvature the effect of decreased backmixing is manifested as a ; 
decrease in the lope of the curve and the occurrence of non-zero intercepts. Thus non-zero : 
intercepts for the inner chamber sample locat.ion that could not be explained in tenn of the n,m- 
model8 could be due to the existence of two or more separate flow regions. c; 
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Fig. 3. Effect of backmixing in two-compartmem airspace (-. zone I response; ---, zone 2 response; a, j 12 = 0; 
b.j11 = 0·1; c, }12 = 1-0; d.j., = JO·U) 

As backmixing approaches zero in the parallel arrangement, the ea e of the two-parameter n.m
model is achie e.d wherein zone 2 is perfectly stagnant and the well-mixed zone has an apparent 
ventilation rate which is higher than the theoretical rate for a single well-mixed air ·pace. Since 
hort-circuiting was presumed to be zero. the response mea ured at the outlet would be identical to 

that ofzone l. This analysis indicated that. in the parallel arrangement, values for n< I. and for 
K <I, could originate without any short-circuiting. 

As backmixing approaches zero in the series arrangement. the condition of two completely mixed 
tanks-in- eries is approached. For small departures from complete mixing, the plot for zone I (and 
for the outlet) ha an intercept greater than zero or values for 11 > I. For Trial622 (reported in Fig. I). 
the value for n > 1 that could not be explained by the 11.m-model could be due to a tanks-in- eries l~ow. 
Similarly tbe K value greaterrhan unity could possibly be due to tanks-in- eries flow ratherthan due 
to tagnant zones as suggested by the n.m-model and the -model. 

3.2. E.ff'ecr of ·econdary :ones 
A four-compartment model was simulated where the secondary zone ·. 3 and 4. each occupted 1 0" ., 

of the airspace. and where zones 1 and 2 each occupied 4 '!.,, i the air pace olume. The extent of 
backmixing between the two primary zones (i.e.j, _) was simulated at I.~ . 5, nd _ times 0. the r:ne 
ofsuppiy a1r mtake. The rate ofmtxing between the pnmary and ·econdary Lone~ ' as ·tmuiated a t 
0·4. 1 {) and 5·0 times Q. 

Results oft he sunulauon are shown in Fig . ..J. alue forK and 11. were determmed from the p!or. of 
log, (Cr versus Qu li for zone I (i .e. the utlet). ln the senes arrangement (11 = 1). both 1\ and 11 are 
alwa greater toan umt. for hi >b le el of backmixing between th ·econdar and pnmar zone . 
but become le s than unity for low levels of backmixing. In the arallel a rrangement. K and n a re 
both greater than unity ~ r any values of backmtxiog. ln both arrangements. the eft'cct of the 
secondary zones is always to decrease both the slope and intercept. 

3.3. E_ffecr of supply air pac h 
In Fig. 4. K and n values for the ·eries arrangemem were always higher than K and n values for the 

parallel arrangement when levels of backmjxing were the ame in each arrangement. However, 
experimental results indicated that this was not always so for the experimental airspace. 

lri the models considered so far. all the supply air was a sumed to enter just one zone within the 
airspace. To investigate the effect of a potion of !he upply air entering each of the two primary 
zones, a series of simulations were performed where the parameters "• and nz were both varied 
between the two extremes of 0 and L No hort-circuiting of supply air to the outlet was allowed. 
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Fig. 4. Response of four-compartment model to inter-zone mixing ( ---, series arrangement ; --parallel arrangement : 
e.;23 = }1-< = 1}4: 6 ,}23 = }14 =Hi; c;,)z3 = j14 = 5·U) 
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TABLE I 

Values of K as affected by patb of supply air 

Series arrangement Parallel arrangement 

0·5 I 
1·04 

I 1·03 
1·02 
1·00 l 

zone 1 volume/=one 2 volume 

J.O 2·0 

1.·05 1-()4 

I 03 1·02 
I 01 0·99 
0·99 0·97 

I 0·97 ' 0·94 
O·'f5 , 0 92 

0· 5 

0·98 
0·99 
lOO 
I 02 
I 03 
1-()4 

' 

1-0 

0·95 
0·97 
(}99 
1·01 
1-03 
l us 

2·0 

0·92 
0·94 
0·97 
0·99 
1 02 
Hl4 

Va lues for K for the out let sample locauon from the simulations are summarized in Table l. 
These da ta show that as the proport ion of ai r which enters the far zone increases. K values for the two 
inlet-outlet a rrangements become more alike and t:ventually K for the parallel arrangement can 
exceed K for the series a rrangement. In Lhe expenmental airspace. some values for K > I were 
recorded for the parallel arrangement. but onl for low Arc. Under these conditions, the supply air 
jet momentum is high ; hence. the jet will penetra te fa r into the air ·pace. If the jet does not penetrate 
to the far wa ll. at lea t two !low region will be e tablished and at least some supply air can be 
expected to emer into the far zone directly. As shown in Table I, va lues for K > I are possible with 
such a How pattern. Temperature profiles were recorded within the airspace for all trials.11 These 
data verified that the airspace temperature wa lower in the far zone than in the near zone for just 
those cases where Arc was low, further supporting the hypothesis that supply air was entering the far 
zone. In all other cases, the near zone was cooler than the far zone indicating more supply air was 
entering the near zone than the far zone. 
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4. Conclusions .. 
1. Rate-of-decay tracer gas experiments based on only one or two sample locations provide a 

quantitative test for incomplete mixing, but the reaons for incomplete mixing cannot be discerned 
from such tests. 

2. The reas ns mo t ften ited for incomplete mixing in entilated airspaces are hort-circuit ing 
fsupply air t the exhaust outlet and the pre ence of stagnan t zones. However. non-uni~ rmity of 

mixing resulting from a tank -in- eries flow regime and/or the existence of ·et:ondary flow zone is 
a t lea ·t as likely to be the cause of incomplete mixing in wide airspaces ventilated with a slot inlet 
a long one wall. 

3. Tracer techniques are potentially more u eful as a laboratory research tool than as a 
diagnostic tool for in vet iga t ion of in sir u vemilation problems. The lack of suitable tests to positively 
dis t inguish between alternative eau e of incomplete mixing limits the usefulness of tracer techniques 
for diagnosis of ventilation problems. 

4: In rate-of-deca. experiment conducted to estimate ventilation rates, as much consideration 
must be given to flow geometry as to the intensity of mixing. Even if mixing is very good within 
separate flow regions. the existence of two or more flow regions will result in unreliable estimates of 
the total ventilation rate unless multiple sample locations are used. 
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